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Mark schemes

(a)     C
11

(b)     2040 / 120
1

17 (m / s)
1

allow 17 (m / s) with no working shown for 2 marks

(c)     the thinking distance and the braking distance combined

accept 36 m
1

(d)     thinking distance increases
1

braking distance stays the same
1

[6]

(a)  distance
12

(b)  BC
1

(c)  DE
1

(d)  5.0 (s)
allow 5 (s)

1

(e)  6.0 (m/s)
allow 6 (m/s)

1

(f)  6.0 / 5.0
allow ecf from parts (d) and (e)

1

= 1.2 (m/s2)
1

an answer of 1.2 scores 2 marks

(g)  about four times faster
1

[8]

(a)  equal to
13
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(b)  weight = 85 × 9.8
1

weight = 833 (N)

allow weight = 830 (N)
1

an answer of 833 (N) or 830 (N) scores 2 marks

(c)  work done = 833 × 0.63
allow their calculated value from part (b) × 0.63

1

work done = 525 (J)

allow an answer that is consistent with their calculated
value from part (b)

1

an answer that rounds to 525 (J) scores 2 marks

(d)  work done = 0 (J)
1

(e)  force = 62 × 11
1

force = 682 (N)

allow force = 680 (N)
1

an answer of 682 (N) or 680 (N) scores 2 marks

[8]

(a)  increases
14

(b)  the band returns to its original shape
allow band gets shorter

1

because there is an elastic force

allow because the stretching force has been removed

if no other mark has been scored, allow for 1 mark the
elastic potential energy decreases

1

(c)  any two from:
•   initially the band does not stretch when a force is applied

allow a certain force is needed before the band extends

•   (when extending) as force increases the extension increases

•   the relationship is non-linear
allow the increase is not proportional

do not accept directly proportional
2
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(d)  straight diagonal line from bottom left to top right
allow the line to curve upwards beyond the elastic limit

1

straight line through the origin
1

(e)  force = spring constant × extension
allow F = k e

1

(f)  7.5 cm = 0.075 m
1

F = 1 600 × 0.075

this mark may be awarded if e is incorrectly / not
converted

1

F = 120 (N)

allow an answer that is consistent with their value of e
1

an answer of 120 (N) scores 3 marks
an answer of 12 000 (N) scores 2 marks

[11]

(a)  thinking distance stays the same
1

braking distance increases
1

5

(b)  reaction time is increased by using a mobile phone
1

hand-held mobile phones increase the thinking distance more than hands-free phone

allow thinking distance is increased by using a mobile
phone

1

by 4 m more than the hands-free phone
1

allow 2 marks for a hand-held mobile phone doubles the
increase of the thinking distance

so overall stopping distance increases
1

[6]
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(a)     the arrows have different lengths

allow forces can have different sizes
1

the arrows point in different directions

allow forces can have different directions
1

6

(b)     D
1

(c)     B
1

(d)     both variables are continuous
1

(e)     it is moving at a constant velocity
1

(f)      24.5 (m/s2)
1

(g)     5 g = 49 (m/s2)
1

49 m/s2 > 24.5 m/s2

1

so the ride is safe

allow ecf from (f) (ie if their answer to (f) was greater than 49, then
the ride is unsafe)

1

(h)     force = 58 × 24.5

allow ecf from (f)
1

force = 1421
1

Newtons

allow N
1

[13]

(a)     the time it took from seeing the green light to pressing a key
17

(b)     he could have been distracted
1
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(c)     boys have a shorter reaction time than girls

or

reaction time improves with practice
1

(d)     collect more data / larger sample size

must link to response in 06.3

or

take more repeat readings per person
1

(e)     reaction time will have less effect (as distance increases)
1

because it is a smaller proportion of the total race time
1

(f)     Level 3 (5–6 marks):
A coherent description of the race, which uses data from the graph, including discussion
of the meanings of the changing gradient of both of the lines.

Level 2 (3–4 marks):
Multiple pieces of data taken from the graphs used to evidence a comparison between
the runners. Likely to include discussion of the meaning of the (changing) gradient
of one of the lines. Answer not coherently structured.

Level 1 (1–2 marks):
Some data taken from the graph, but may be limited to one aspect or simple readings.
Lack of coherence in answer.

0 marks:
No relevant content.

Indicative content
•        A starts at constant speed for 440 m / 60 s
•        A then slows down from 60 s
•        the gradient for B is lower at the start so B starts at a slower speed
•        the gradient for B increases so B accelerates
•        B overtook A at 700 m / 114 s
•        B has a greater top speed because the maximum gradient is greater
•        B won the race in 126 s / beat A by 34 s

6

[12]

(a)  its acceleration would decrease to zero
1

the resultant force on it would decrease to zero
1

8
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(b)  any one from:
•   move the second light gate closer to the first
•   shorten the string length

allow use a taller table
1

(c)  1.26667 (m/s2) (is wrong)

allow (mean value calculated at) 0.20 (N)
1

give value to 2 significant figures

allow give value to 1 decimal place
allow 1.3 (m/s2)

1

6.7 (m/s2) (is wrong)

allow (mean value calculated at) 0.98 (N)
allow test 2 for 0.98 (N) or 7.2 is an anomaly

1

discard the anomalous result and recalculate the mean

allow repeat the anomalous test result and re-calculate
the mean
allow 6.4 (m/s2)

1

each mistake and its correction may be given in any
order

(d)  (resultant) force is directly proportional to acceleration
allow the larger the (resultant) force, the greater the
acceleration

allow positive correlation between (resultant) force and
acceleration

allow mass / weight (of the holder) for (resultant) force
1

(e)  all points correctly plotted within ½ small square
allow 1 mark for 3 or 4 points correctly plotted

2

curved line of best fit
1

(f)  inversely proportional
allow as mass increases, acceleration decreases

1

[12]

(a)  momentum = mass × velocity
allow p = mv

1

9
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(b)  200 = m × 3.2
1

 
1

m = 63 (kg)

allow 62.5 (kg)
1

an answer of 63 (kg) scores 3 marks

(c)  (total) momentum before (collision) = (total) momentum after (collision)
1

either
momentum of skater A decreases and momentum of skater B increases

allow (total) momentum is shared between skater A and
skater B

1

velocity of skater A decreases and velocity of Skater B increases
1

or
momentum of skater A decreases and so velocity of skater A decreases (1)

momentum of skater B increases and so velocity of skater B increases (1)

[7]

(a)  constant velocity
allow constant speed
ignore references to stationary

1

10

(b)  the man will accelerate
1

so force B increases
1

until force B equals force A

allow until resultant force is 0 (N)
1

the man moves at a higher constant velocity
1

allow drag for force B
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(c)  horizontal arrow pointing left (3000 N) and vertical arrow pointing down (1000 N)
drawn to the same scale

 
1

resultant force with a value in the range 3100 N−3200 N
allow and answer of 3000 N if a scale diagram has been
drawn using the cm squares

1

direction in the range 251°−253° (clockwise from north)
allow 17°−19° (to the horizontal)

1

(d)  the magnitude will increase
allow size

1

direction will change towards the south

allow answers consistent with their response to part (c)
1

[10]
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